[Assessing the Benefit of Palliative Care in Germany - Perspective of Patients, Relatives and Professionals].
The evaluation of complex interventions such as palliative care is challenging. Methods guidance such as the guidance documents of the Integrated Health Technology Assessment for the Evaluation of Complex Technologies (INTEGRATE-HTA) project help address specific challenges. The INTEGRATE-guidance was developed cooperatively by various international stakeholders and it was applied in a case study on palliative care. The presented study was part of the INTEGRATE-HTA project. ObjectivesThe objective was to identify important assessment aspects of palliative care in Germany from the perspective of patients, relatives and professional providers. Applying the structured consensus method of the Improved Nominal Group Technique, we conducted interviews with two focus groups - one with relatives and one with professionals. Additionally, we conducted 4 interviews with patients. We used an open coding procedure to analyze the data and a dialogical approach to validate the results. 8 assessment aspects were found to be important. These are the definition and legitimacy of the term benefit, understanding of palliative care, patient-centered and holistic care approach, access to palliative care, continuity and flexibility of care, education of palliative care providers, and multidisciplinary approach. A central point was the need to address the intervention in its complexity and to include interactions between the different components. To be able to integrate various models and different perspectives of palliative care, it is important to have the involvement of different stakeholders. This also enhances the incorporation of important aspects during the development of assessment instruments.